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Introduction
• Many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications
need to recognize when the meaning of one text can be
expressed by or inferred from another text.
• That is, they assess semantic relationship between text
segments
– IR, QA, IE, summarization , MT

• Textual Entailment Recognition has recently been
proposed as an application independent task to capture
such inferences

Introduction (cont.)
• Within the textual entailment framework:
– A text t is said to entail a textual hypothesis h if the
truth of h can be inferred from t
– Example of QA:
• h: ”Does John Speak French?”
• t1: “John is a fluent French Speaker” (strictly)
• t2:”John was born in France” (not strictly)

• It is clear that t2 does increase substantially the
likelihood that the hypothesized answer is true

Introduction (cont.)
• The uncertain nature of textual entailment calls
for explicit modeling in probabilistic terms
• A general generative probabilistic setting for
textual entailment is proposed
• It may be considered analogous to (though
different than) the probabilistic setting defined
for other phenomena, like language modeling,
etc

Introduction (cont.)
• Lexical entailment
– An important sub task of textual entailment
– The concepts in hypothesis h are entailed from a
given t
– Relation may be not entailed
– Necessary , but not sufficient

• Example
– t: “Yahoo acquired Overture”
– H concept: “Yahoo”, “acquisition”, “Overture”

Introduction (cont.)
• The general probabilistic generative model
recasts the lexical entailment problem as a
variant of text categorization
– Class = content words (hypothesis concepts)

• Recognizing whether a hypothesis concept is
entailed from the text t is carried out by
classifying t to the corresponding class

Background
• A wide variety of semantic inference techniques
were proposed
• Interpret text into a formal language on which
inference is performed (Hobbs et al)
– Computational cost and the lack of efficient tools

• Paraphrase and entailment rule acquisition
(McKeown, et al)
– Ignore the directionality aspect of entailment

Background (cont.)

• WordNet-based term expansion (lexical scope)
– Most commonly used technique for enhancing the
recall of NLP system
– Weight scheme
– Ranking

• Many approaches for modeling entailment were
developed in application specific settings

Probabilistic Textual Entailment
• Common definition of entailment:
– A text t entail another text h (hypothesis) if h is true in every
circumstance (possible world) in which t is true

• Example:
– t1= “Marry is Fluent French Speaker”
– t2=“Marry was born in France”
– h1=“Marry Speaks French”

• Given the text, we expect the probability that the
hypothesis is indeed true to significantly higher than its
probability of being true without reading the text

Probabilistic Textual Entailment (cont.)
• Probabilistic setting
–
–
–
–

T: a space of possible texts
t: a specific text in T
H: the set of all possible hypotheses
h: a propositional statement which can be assign a
truth value in H
– w: H → {0,1} a semantic state of affairs captured by a
mapping from H to {0,1} ,called possible world
– W: the set of all possible worlds

Probabilistic Textual Entailment (cont.)
• Assume a probabilistic generative model for
texts and possible worlds
– Whenever the source generates a text t, it generates
also corresponding hidden truth assignments that
constitute a possible world

• Assume the distribution of truth assignments is
not bound to reflect the state of affairs in any
“real” worlds

Probabilistic Textual Entailment (cont.)
• The probability for generating a true hypothesis
h that is not related at all to corresponding text is
determined by some prior probability P(h)
• The notion of textual entailment is relevant only
for hypotheses for which P(h) < 1, as otherwise
there is no need to consider text that would
support h’s truth.

Probabilistic Textual Entailment (cont.)
• Two types of events over probability space for TxW:
– Trh: the random variable whose value is truth value assigned to h
in the world of the generated text (Trh=1→ h is true)
– t: the event that generated text is t

• T probabilistically entails h if t increase the likelihood of h
being true, i.e. P(Trh=1 |t) > P(Trh=1)
– equivalently if the pointwise mutual information I(Trh=1,t) >1

An Unsupervised Lexical Model
• Modeling the full extent of the text entailment
problem is a long term research goal
– focus on sub-task of lexical entailment-identifying
when the lexical elements of a textual hypothesis h
are inferred from a given text t

• Assume that the meanings of the individual
words in hypothesis h ={u1,…,um} can be
assigned truth values
– For a given t, Tracquired =1 if it can be inferred in t’s
state of affairs that acquisition even exists

An Unsupervised Lexical Model (cont.)
• A hypothesis is assumed to be true if and only if
all its lexical components are true
• When estimating the entailment probability we
assume that the truth probability of a term in a
hypothesis h is independent of the truth of the
other term in h
P (Trh = 1 | t ) = ∏u∈h P (Tru = 1 | t )
P (Trh = 1) = ∏u∈h P (Tru = 1)

An Unsupervised Lexical Model (cont.)
Textual Entailments as Text Classification
• Main sleight-of-hand:
– Estimate probabilities P(Tru=1 |t) for text t and a
lexical item u as text classification probabilities in
which the classes are the different words u in the
vocabulary
– Use Naïve Bayes classifier for text classification
(Nigam et al)
– We classify texts to a binary abstract notion of lexical
truth rather than to well-defined supervised classes

An Unsupervised Lexical Model (cont.)
Initial Labeling
• As an initial approximation, we assume that for
any document in the corpus the truth value
corresponding to a term u is determined by
explicit presence or absence of u in that
document
P (Trh = 1 | t ) = 1 if u ∈ t and 0 otherwise

An Unsupervised Lexical Model (cont.)
Naïve Bayes Refinement
P(t | Tru = 1) P(Tru = 1)
P(Tru = 1 | t ) =
P(t )
P(t | Tru = 1) P(Tru = 1)
=
∑c∈{0,1} P(t | Tru = c) P(Tru = c)
P(Tru = 1)∏i =1 P(ti | Tru = 1)
|t |

≈

∑

P (Tru = c)∏i =1 P(ti | Tru = c)
|t |

c∈{0 ,1}

An Unsupervised Lexical Model (cont.)
• Prior:
| d ∈D :u∈d |
P (Tru = 1) =
|D|

• Prior with Laplace smoothing:
P(v | Tru = 1) =

1 + ∑d∈D:u∈d N (v, d )

| V | + ∑v '∈|V | ∑d∈D:u∈d N (v' , d )

Empirical Evaluation
Experimental Setup:
• Evaluate a textual entailment system in an
application independent manner
– QA, IR

• Corpus: Reuters Corpus Volume 1
– 810,000 English News stories (economy related)

Empirical Evaluation (cont.)
• Classification results: acc: 70%(baseline:52%)

Empirical Evaluation (cont.)
Ranking results
• Cws: confidence weighted score (average
precision)
1
cws =
N

N

# correct up to rank i
∑
i
i =1

Empirical Evaluation (cont.)
Analysis
• Our model make good topical distinctions
• EM made no significant improvement in further
iteration
• Comparable results were achieved by our model
when using 1/8 of the corpus

Conclusions and Future work
• This paper presented a generative probabilistic setting
for textual entailment
• Then a concrete model at the lexical level was proposed
– Can be practically approached within probabilistic framework

• We propose this framework can be utilized further to
gradually address the additional aspects of the textual
entailment phenomenon

